The closed-form Green's functions of the vector and scalar potentials in the spatial domain are presented for the sources of horizontal electric, magnetic, and vertical electric, magnetic dipoles embedded in a general, multilayer, planar medium. The spectral domain Green's functions in an arbitrary layer are obtained through the Green's function of the sourcelayer by using a recursive algorithm. Then, the spatial domain closed-form Green's functions are obtained by adding the contributions of the direct terms, asympthotic components and the complex images approximated by the Generalized Pencil of Function method.
Introduction
Various studies have been made with layered microstrip structures [I-31 due to the increased popularity of the use of multilayer transmission lines such as striplines, covered microstrip lines and suspended substrate tines.
The rigorous analysis of layered structures requires the computation of the Green's functions for multilayer media, which are usually represented by the Sominerfeld integrals and the dosed-form expressions in the spatial and spectral domains, respectively. The numerical evaluation of the matrix elements of the method of inoments (MOM) is very time consuming because of the numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integrals in the spatial domain, and slow convergent, highly oscillatory double integrals in the spectral domain. To circumvent this problem, closed-form Green's functions in the spatial domain were formulated for a thick subtrate by using the Sommerfeld identity and the original Prony's method [4] . This technique has further been extended to microstrip geometries with bi pth substrate and superstrate whose thickness can be arbitrary [3].
In this paper, the closed-form Green's functions for the vector and the scalar poten- For the layers different from the source layer, the amplitude:; of the up-and downgoing waves are related to those in the adjacent layers bq utilizing an iterative algorithm as where RJ,k and R 2 , k represent the Fresnel reflection coefficients and the generalized reflection coefficients ,respectively, and T3,k is the transmission coeffirient. Therefore, starting from the source layer, the field expressions in an arbitrary layer can be calculated iteratively . The closed-form expressions of the spatial domain Green's functions are then obtained by adding the contributions of direct terms and asympthotic components by using the Sommerfeld identity and approximating the remaining integrand by the GPOF method which is more efficient than the Prony's method (71 in terms of its noise sensitivity and the requirement for the additional analytical manipulations. W h ! e approximating the integrand by the GPOF method, the z variaton of G,, and G, are kept in explicit form for the proper use of the Green's functions in MOM applications.
Applications
Various layered microstrip geoinetries have bepi1 stiidied 1 ' 1 drinorislrat-the \';Iljdity of the technique. As a typical example, the closed-form Green's functions for the HED and HMD of a covered mirrostrip line with :In air-gap between the two dielectric substrates are given in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) , respectively. The a mplitudes and phases of the Green's functions of the vector potentials G& and Gcz calculated using both the closed forms (approximate) and ttu, numerical integration (exact) are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for c,,=c13=10.2, d~=d.~=O.l3cm, cr2=l and dz=0.05cm. In all the c a e s studied, the approxiinate results are found to be in excellent agreement with the exact ones for both vertical .md horizontal sources, and for all the components of the Green's functions.
Conclusions
The dosed-form Green's funcitions in the spatial domain are presented for a general, planar, multilayer medium for the HED, HMD, VED and VIVID. The computational efficiency in the calculation of the spatial domain Green's fiinctions is significantly increased with the use of the GPOF method. A very good agreement is observed between the approximate and exact Green's functions. 
